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Congratulations on your purchase of the Model g0634Xp 12" Jointer/planer! the Model g0634Xp is the 
same machine as the Model g0634 but with a "cool" new look, a different type of spiral cutterhead, and 
a new end-mounting fence. Except for the differences noted in this insert, all other content in the Model 
g0633/g0634 manual applies to this machine. Before operating your new machine, you MUst read and 
understand this insert and the entire g0633/g0634 manual to reduce the risk of serious personal injury.

If you have any questions about this manual insert or the differences between the Model G0634XP and the 
Model G0633/G0634, contact our Technical Support at (570) 546-9663 or email 
techsupport@grizzly.com.

model g0634Xp
polar bear series
 12" Jointer/planer

manual insert

machine inventory
After all the parts have been removed from the 
crate, you should have the following items:

common components  (figure 1) Qty
a. Jointer/planer Assembly (Not shown) ........ 1
b. push Blocks ................................................ 2
c. Cutterhead guard Assembly ...................... 1
d. hardware and tools (Not shown) 

— Wrenches 8/10, 12/14mm  ................1 Ea
— hex Wrenches 3, 4 mm, 3/32"  .........1 Ea

figure 1. Common components.

B

C

figure 2. spiral cutterhead hardware.

E

spiral cutterhead hardware (figure 2)
e. spiral Cutterhead hardware 

—indexable Carbide inserts....................... 5
—Flat hd torx screws 10-32 x 1⁄2" t25 .... 10
—torx drivers t25 ..................................... 5
—t-handle Wrench 1/4" .............................. 1
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-2- Model g0634Xp (Mfg. 4/11+)

stand assembly parts breakdown

REF PART # DESCRIPTION REF PART # DESCRIPTION
1 P0634XP001 FRAME 5 P0634XP005 SIDE OPENING COVER
1-1 P0634XP001-1 HINGE SHAFT BRACKET RIGHT 44 P0634XP044 HEX WRENCH 3/32
1-2 P0634XP001-2 HINGE SHAFT BRACKET LEFT 802 P0634XP802 MACHINE ID LABEL
2 P0634XP002 DRIVE SHAFT COVER 808 PPAINT-24 PB WHITE TOUCH-UP PAINT
3-1 P0634XP003-1 COVER 810 P0634XP810 MODEL # LABEL
4 P0634XP004 DOOR 811 PLABEL-75 POLAR BEAR LOGO 2-1/2 X 9-1/2

table assembly parts breakdown

REF PART # DESCRIPTION REF PART # DESCRIPTION
101 P0634XP101 INFEED TABLE 135-4 P0634XP135-4 L BRACKET
102 P0634XP102 OUTFEED TABLE 135-5 P0634XP135-5 PLATE
104-2 P0634XP104-2 JOINTER DUST PORT
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cutterhead & motor parts breakdown

REF PART # DESCRIPTION REF PART # DESCRIPTION
201 P0634Z201V2 SP CUTTERHD 12" 10-32 V2.09.09 204-1A P0634XP204-1A PLANER DUST PORT
201-1 H9893 INDEXABLE CUTTER 15 X 15 X 2.5 215 P0634XP215 DUST CHUTE
201-2 PFH32 FLAT HEAD TORX 10-32 X 1/2 215-6 P0634XP215-6 BRACKET
201-3 P0634Z201-3 TORX T-HANDLE WRENCH 1/4 215-7 P0634XP215-7 PLATE
201-4 P0634Z201-4 TORX BIT T-25 225 P0634XP225 GUARD
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fence/guard parts breakdown

REF PART # DESCRIPTION REF PART # DESCRIPTION
600 P0634XP600 COMPLETE FENCE ASSEMBLY 618 PW07 FLAT WASHER  5/16
601 P0634XP601 FENCE 619 P0634XP619 FENCE ANGLE SUPPORT
602 P0634XP602 FENCE FIXED PLATE 620 PCAP03 CAP SCREW 5/16-18 X 1
603 P0634XP603 LEFT FENCE CAP 621 P0634XP621 STUD-UDE 3/8-16 X 2-1/2 1/2 /  3/4RH
604 P0634XP604 RIGHT FENCE CAP 623 PN05 HEX NUT 1/4-20
605 PHTEK23 TAP SCREW #10 X 1/2 624 PSS10 SET SCREW 1/4-20 X 5/8
606 P0634XP606 REAR GUARD HINGE 625 P0634XP625 FENCE SUPPORT
607 PS17M PHLP HD SCR M4-.7 X 6 626 P0634XP626 FENCE SUPPORT PLATE
608 P0634XP608 REAR GUARD CONNECTOR 627 PFH01 FLAT HD SCR 10-24 X 3/8
608-1 P0634XP608-1 REAR GUARD LINK 631V2 P0634XP631V2 FENCE RAIL W/BRACE HOLES V2.04.11
609 P0634XP609 FENCE ANGLE SCALE 634 PLW04 LOCK WASHER 3/8
610 P0634XP610 FENCE LOCK LEVER 635 PN08 HEX NUT 3/8-16
610-1 P0634XP610-1 COMPRESSION SPRING 636 P0634XP636 FENCE RAIL END CAP
610-2 P0634XP610-2 PHLP SHOULDER SCR M5-.8 X 15 639 P0634XP639 FIXED PLATE
611 P0634XP611 FENCE LOCK LEVER SCREW 640 P0634XP640 PLASTIC PROTECTION SHOE
612 PW02 FLAT WASHER 3/8 641 PSS29 SET SCREW 10-24 X 1/4
613 PLN01 LOCK NUT 3/8-16 642 P0634XP642 FENCE RAIL BRACE
614 PW02 FLAT WASHER 3/8 643 PB16 HEX BOLT 3/8-16 X 1-1/2
615 P0634XP615 ANGLE ADJUSTMENT KNOB 3/8 644 PW06 FLAT WASHER 1/4
616 PN02 HEX NUT 5/16-18 645 PB19 HEX BOLT 1/4-20 X 1/2
617 PSS01 SET SCREW  5/16-18 X 1
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MODEL G0634XP 
POLAR BEAR SERIES 

JOINTER/PLANER w/SPIRAL CUTTERHEAD

MACHINE DATA 
SHEET

Model G0634XP Page 1 of 2

Product Dimensions:

Shipping Dimensions:

Electrical:

Motors:

Main

Main Specifications:

Fence Information

Cutting Capacities (Jointer)
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Cutting Capacities (Planer)

Cutterhead Information

Table Information (Jointer)

Table Information (Planer)

Construction

Other Infomation

Other Specifications:

Features:

Model G0634XP Page 2 of 2
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section 2: poWer supply

availability

Electrocution, fire, or 
equipment damage may 
occur if machine is not 
correctly grounded and 
connected to the power 
supply.

full-load current rating

full-load current rating at 220v ..... 25 amps

circuit requirements for 220v

nominal voltage .............................. 220v/240v
cycle ..........................................................60 hz
phase .................................................... 1-phase
circuit rating ...................................... 30 amps
plug/receptacle ...........................nema l6-30
cord .........3-Wire, 10 aWg, 300vac, “s”-type

For your own safety and protection of 
property, consult a qualified electrician if 
you are unsure about wiring practices or 
electrical codes in your area.

Note: The circuit requirements listed in this man-
ual apply to a dedicated circuit—where only one 
machine will be running at a time. If this machine 
will be connected to a shared circuit where mul-
tiple machines will be running at the same time, 
consult a qualified electrician to ensure that the 
circuit is properly sized for safe operation.
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extension cords

minimum gauge size ...........................10 aWg
maximum length (shorter is better).......50 ft.

grounding instructions

Serious injury could occur if you connect 
the machine to power before completing the 
setup process. DO NOT connect to power 
until instructed later in this manual.

NOTICE
No adapter is available or should be used 
with this machine. If the machine must be 
reconnected for use on a different type of 
electric circuit, the reconnection should be 
made by qualified service personnel; and 
after reconnection, the machine must com-
ply with all local codes and ordinances.

figure 3. typical l6-30 plug and receptacle.

L6-30 GROUNDED
LOCKING 

RECEPTACLE

L6-30
LOCKING

PLUG
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figure 6. Fence at 45° outward position.

to move the fence to 45° outward, loosen the tilt 
knob, move the fence  to the 45° outward position 
(see figure 6), then tighten the tilt knob. Verify the 
angle with a 45° square. to return the fence to the 
90° position, loosen the tilt knob, raise the fence 
to 90°, and tighten the tilt knob. Check the fence 
angle with a 90° square, and make sure the fence 
and table are flush.

basic Jointer 
controls

All basic controls used during routine jointer oper-
ations on the g0634Xp are the same as those 
described on pages 22–23 of the manual except 
for "table Movement," "Fence Movement," and 
"Fence tilting."

fence tilting: the tilt knob (figure 5) secures 
the fence at any position in the available range. 
Fence stops set the fence at 90° or 45° outward. 
the tilt knob must be tightened before jointing. 
see page 10 in this insert for more detail on 
adjusting the fence stops.

fence movement: the fence lock lever keeps 
the fence in position (see figure 5). to move 
the fence, loosen the lever, slide the fence in the 
desired direction, then tighten the lever.

figure 5. Fence lock location.

tilt 
Knob

lock lever

Jointer-planer 
conversion

Model g0634Xp jointer-planer operations are the 
same as those described on pages 24–25 of the 
manual, with the exception of step 3. 

to set up the machine for planer operations:

1. disCoNNECt JoiNtEr/plANEr FroM 
poWEr soUrCE!

2. remove the cutterhead guard. 

3. loosen the fence lock lever (figure 5) and 
slide the fence off of the machine.  

4. perform steps 4–9 in the manual.

table movement: Unlock the table lock levers, 
then loosen the cap screws on the infeed handgrip 
or outfeed table adjustment knob (see figure 4) 
before moving the infeed and outfeed tables. Use 
an adjustable wrench to turn the outfeed adjust-
ment knob.

figure 4. table control locations.

outfeed table 
Adj. Knob

infeed 
handgrip

Cap screw Cap 
screw
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lubrication

Follow all lubrication instructions outlined on 
pages 35–36 of the manual. lubricate the 
g634Xp fence with multi-purpose grease, as 
shown in figures 7–8.

figure 7. inside fence lubrication locations.

the fence stops simplify the task of adjusting the 
fence to 45˚ and  90˚.  

tools needed Qty
45° square ........................................................ 1
90° square ........................................................ 1
sliding Bevel ...................................................... 1
Wrench 10mm ................................................... 1
Wrench 12mm ................................................... 1
hex Wrench 3mm .............................................. 1
hex Wrench 4mm .............................................. 1

to set the 90˚ fence stop:

1. loosen the lock nut on the 90° fence stop 
screw shown in figure 9, and loosen the 
fence tilt knob.

setting fence stops

2. place a 90° square against the table and 
fence, and adjust the stop screw so the fence 
is set exactly at 90°.

3. tighten the lock nut.

figure 9. Adjusting fence to 90°.

90˚stop screw
lock Nut

figure 8. outside fence lubrication location.
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to set the 45° fence stop:

1. loosen the fence tilt knob and position the 
fence against the 45° stop bolt.

2. loosen the lock nut on the 45˚ fence stop 
screw (see figure 10). 

figure 10. Adjusting fence 45˚ outward.

lock Nut

3. Adjust the 45˚ stop screw until the fence is 
exactly 45° outward while resting on the bolt 
(check the angle with a sliding bevel set to 
135° or with a 45° square).

4. re-tighten the lock nut loosened in step 2.

45° stop screw

replacing carbide 
inserts

tools needed: Qty
t-handle Wrench w/t-25 torx Bit ..................... 1

the cutterhead is equipped with 32 indexable car-
bide inserts. Each insert can be rotated to reveal 
any one of its four cutting edges. therefore, if one 
cutting edge becomes dull or damaged, simply 
rotate it 90˚ to reveal a fresh cutting edge (figure 
11).

figure 11. insert rotating sequence.

reference dot

in addition, each insert has a reference dot on 
one corner. As the insert is rotated, the reference 
dot location can be used as an indicator of which 
edges are used and which are new. When the 
reference dot revolves back around to its starting 
position, the insert should be replaced.

to rotate or change a carbide insert:

1. disCoNNECt JoiNtEr/plANEr FroM 
poWEr soUrCE!

2. remove any sawdust from the head of the 
carbide insert torx screw.  

3. remove the torx screw and carbide insert.
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4. Clean all dust and dirt off the insert and the 
cutterhead pocket from which the insert was 
removed, and replace the insert so a fresh, 
sharp edge is facing outward.

 note: Proper cleaning is critical to achieving 
a smooth finish. Dirt or dust trapped between 
the insert and cutterhead will slightly raise the 
insert, and make noticeable marks on your-
workpieces the next time you plane.

5. lubricate the torx screw threads with a 
light machine oil, wipe the excess oil off the 
threads, and torque the torx screw to 55 inch/
pounds.

 note: Do not overlubricate. Excess oil may 
squeeze between the insert and cutterhead, 
thereby lifting the insert slightly and affecting 
workpiece finishes.

h9893—carbide inserts (10 pk) for g0634Xp
these indexable carbide inserts can be rotated to 
provide four factory sharp edges before replace-
ment. size: 15 x 15 x 2.5mm.

accessories

figure 12. h9893 Carbide inserts.
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